## Master in European and Global Law

### 2017-2018

### Pre-enrollment form

**Name:**

**e-mail:**

**Phone number:**

**One year program (full-time):**

**Two years program (part-time):**

* To complete the program in one year, you must enroll in all mandatory courses plus four elective courses and the Master Thesis, amount at a minimum of 60 credits. You may enroll in more elective courses, up to a maximum of 75 credits in total.

**To complete the program in two years, you must now enroll only in the courses of the first year, which must amount at a minimum of 30 credits. You can choose what courses to take in this first year, but the Master Thesis will only be enrolled in the second year (along with the credits you still lack up to the total of 60 credits).

* It’s necessary to submit the pre-enrollment form at supportmegl.dret@upf.edu. The deadline for submitting the form is **September 8th, 2017.**

### TERM | COURSES CODE | COURSES & SYLLABUS | TYPE | ECTS | INSTRUCTOR | COURSE OFFER
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
**1st TERM**

32147 | European Constitutionalism and Fundamental Rights | Mandatory | 4 | Alejandro Saiz Aida Torres |

32150 | International Foundations of Corporate Taxation | Elective | 4 | David Elvira |

32157 | Global Law, Justice and Democracy | Mandatory | 4 | Jahel Queralt |

32164 | Constitutional Law and Globalization | Elective | 4 | Víctor Ferreres |

32148 | Contract Law for the Global Economy | Mandatory | 4 | Fernando Gómez |

32149 | International Relations and Global Governance | Mandatory | 4 | Josep Ibáñez |

32151 | Advanced Course on Tort Law | Elective | 4 | Sonia Ramos Rosa Milà |

32152 | European Integration | Elective | 4 | Marta Abegón Miguel A. Elizalde |

32156 | European and International Criminal Law | Mandatory | 4 | Nuria Pastor |

32160 | Intellectual Property | Elective | 4 | Antoni Rubí |

32162 | Supranational Integration, Democracy and Constitutional Transformations | Elective | 4 | Maribel González Héctor López |

32165 | Law and Gender Policies | Elective | 4 | Marisa Iglesias Consuelo Chacartegui |

32298 | Family Law Challenges in Contemporary Societies | Elective | 4 | Esther Farnós |

32281 | Theory and Practice of Economic and Social Rights (Advanced Analysis of Global and Comparative Law) | Elective | 4 | Jahel Queralt Joan Solanes |

**2nd TERM**

32348 | Global Administrative Law | Elective | 4 | Oriol Mir Clara Velasco |

32155 | European Private International Law | Elective | 4 | Albert Font Mònica Vinaixa |

32158 | European and Global Labor Regulations | Mandatory | 4 | Consuelo Chacartegui Eusebi Colàs |

32159 | International Law and Sustainable Development | Elective | 4 | Angel J. Rodrigo |

32163 | Theory and Practice of Legal Interpretation (New trends in Global and Comparative Law) | Mandatory | 6 | Damiano Canale |

32169 | Academic research work on European, comparative, international or global law conducted by students under the supervision of a member of the Law Department. It must be delivered on July 2018 | Mandatory | 16 | - |